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Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize and selected as a "New York Times" Notable Book,
"Swimming Home" is a sexy psychological thriller from a highly acclaimed writer. Poet Joe and
his war - correspondent wife Isabel arrive with their daughter and another couple to a rented
villa in the south of France to discover a body floating face down in the swimming pool. But the
girl is very much alive. She is Kitty Finch: a sexy, mysterious young woman who walks naked
out of the water and straight into the heart of their holiday. But why is she there? What does
she want from them all? And why does Joe's enigmatic wife invite her to stay? Taking place
over a single week, "Swimming Home" reveals how a group of beautiful, flawed tourists in the
French Riviera come loose at the seams. Both profound and thrilling, Deborah Levy explores
what it means to be alive and how the most devastating secrets are the ones we keep from
ourselves.
A mysterious woman who suffers from mental illness suddenly appears at a vacation villa
where two families are staying and her interactions with them reveal secret details about their
past and tensions within their relationships with each other.
Winner of the Military Writers Society of America Gold Medal for Biography, 2006. Now
available in paperback.
The first book of poetry by Kayla Rodney focuses on her experiences with New Orleans,
tragedy, and hurricanes, especially Katrina.
As a young woman, Roseanne McNulty was one of the most beautiful and beguiling girls in
County Sligo, Ireland. Now, as her hundredth year draws near, she is a patient at Roscommon
Regional Mental Hospital, and she decides to record the events of her life.

Toy Sooner has dealt with enough rough waves in her troubled past. It's only
been through the enduring love of a close-knit group of women on this tiny island
that she's finally started to find her footing. But as new challenges in her career
arise for this young single mother, the choices and demons of her past will catch
up to her. Soon Toy will learn that, like the steadfast sea turtles she cares for, a
mother must find the strength within herself to make it safely to shore.
Short-listed for the 2012 Man Booker Prize. "Readers will have to resist the
temptation to hurry up in order to find out what happens . . . Our reward is the
enjoyable, if unsettling, experience of being pitched into the deep waters of
Levy's wry, accomplished novel."--Francine Prose, New York Times Book
Review As he arrives with his family at the villa in the hills above Nice, Joe sees
a body in the swimming pool. But the girl is very much alive. She is Kitty Finch: a
self-proclaimed botanist with green-painted fingernails, walking naked out of the
water and into the heart of their holiday. Why is she there? What does she want
from them all? And why does Joe's enigmatic wife allow her to remain? A
subversively brilliant study of love, Swimming Home reveals how the most
devastating secrets are the ones we keep from ourselves.
Traditional Chinese edition of Time is a river. Through her love of fly fishing, Mia,
a breast cancer survivor with a failed marriage, found herself immersed in the
diary of another fly-fishing enthusiast she discovered in the cabin she stayed in.
A mystery unravels as she reads and as Mia attempts to solve it, she is again
drawn to the mountains, the rivers, and nature. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed
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A riveting new collection by New York poet and curator Vincent Katz
In 2004 I joined a writing group run by two lectures from The University of East
Anglia. The result of which is my book The Green Leaves of Winter a collection of
short stories and poems. The stories and poems are mostly humorous, serious,
horrific with a strong sexual element. The inclusion of the poems breaks up the
stories making the book a more interesting read. The stories range from bare fist
fighting, naughty Nuns, Black Shuck the devil s dog, even god trying to make
prettier bums for his angels, and a dog on trial trying to stop them removing his
nuts ! Truly a strange story collection.
This book explores how different constituencies influenced the development of
nineteenth-century swimming in England, and highlights the central role played
by swimming professors. These professionals were influential in inspiring
participation in swimming, particularly among women, well before the amateur
community created the Amateur Swimming Association, and this volume outlines
some key life-courses to illustrate their working practices. Female exhibitors were
important to professors and chapter three discusses these natationists and their
impact on women’s swimming. Subsequent chapters address the employment
opportunities afforded by new swimming baths and the amateur community that
formed clubs and a national organization, which excluded swimming professors,
many of whom subsequently worked successfully abroad. Dave Day and
Margaret Roberts argue that the critical role played by professors in developing
swimming has been forgotten, and suggest that their story is a reminder that
individuals were just as important to the foundation of modern sport as the
formation of amateur organizations.
Swallowing Geography is a stunning early novel by the Man Booker-shortlisted
Deborah Levy. Embedded in this beautifully written novel is Deborah Levy's gift for
blending fairytale with biting satire. Through the voice of the irreverent and ironic
narrator J.K., Swallowing Geography interrogates the yearning of discontented children,
imagined homes and strangers and histories at the turbulent close of the 20th century.
'A stunningly original writer' Kirsty Gunn 'One of the few British writers comfortable on a
world stage' New Statesman 'Levy's strength is her originality of thought and
expression' Jeanette Winterson Deborah Levy writes fiction, plays and poetry. Her work
has been staged by the Royal Shakespeare Company, and she is the author of highly
praised books including The Unloved, Things I Don't Want to Know, Beautiful Mutants
and Billy and Girl. Her novel Swimming Home was shortlisted for the 2012 Man Booker
Prize, 2012 Specsavers National Book Awards (UK Author of the Year) and 2013
Jewish Quarterly Wingate Prize, while the title story of her most recent work of fiction,
Black Vodka, was shortlisted for the 2012 BBC International Short Story Award.
Some fish, like the river herring called alewives, hatch in a lake or big pond, and when
they are a little older, swim down a river and out to the ocean. They return home to their
lake when it is time to spawn, but swimming upstream can be an adventure full of
danger and challenges. After their long swim home, what will happen if the entrance to
the lake is now blocked with a new road or a dam? Can the fish still go home?
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Log Home Living is the oldest, largest and most widely distributed and read publication
reaching log home enthusiasts. For 21 years Log Home Living has presented the log
home lifestyle through striking editorial, photographic features and informative
resources. For more than two decades Log Home Living has offered so much more
than a magazine through additional resources–shows, seminars, mail-order bookstore,
Web site, and membership organization. That's why the most serious log home buyers
choose Log Home Living.
"The letters from which the following selections have been made were sent daily from
Paris during the years 1864 to 1870, by Mr. Anthony B. North Peat, Attaché au Cabinet
du Ministre de l'Intérieur, who died from the effects of an accident during the early days
of the siege of Paris."--Preface.
Natural swimming pools are the biggest news for gardeners since green roofs. The
water is cleaned by aquatic plants instead of chlorine so it is gentle on the eyes and
healthy for swimmers. These self-cleaning ecosystems are beautiful to look at and
provide a valuable water source for dragonflies, honeybees and other beneficial
insects. Wolfram Kircher has researched extensively into the low-nutrient-dependent
plants that are needed for the surrounds of natural swimming pools and the highnutrient-dependent plants that are required for the regeneration zone. In the book he
demonstrates how to maintain the nutrient level in perfect balance to keep down the
algae down and water sparkling. The authors have installed pools for decades and
trialled different systems and plants to come up with the best possible designs. This
book provides tried-and-trusted advice on a feature that is increasingly in demand
among aspirational, eco-minded gardeners and designers.
When Siena sees Nick again she can't stop the ache of painful memories. Years ago
he crushed her innocent heart before disappearing from her life. Since then, Siena's
chosen the safe path: a fiancé who might not make her pulse race, but who'll surely
never hurt her. But it's to Nick that she turns in her darkest hour. However, the brooding
tycoon is no safe option. He sweeps her off to exotic Hong Kong on his private jet,
determined to seduce his way back into her heart. This time forever…
From the author of the international bestseller In Falling Snow. In 1925, a young woman
swimmer will defy the odds to swim the English Channel—a chance to make history. London
1925: Fifteen-year-old Catherine Quick longs to feel once more the warm waters of her home,
to strike out into the ocean off the Torres Strait Islands in Australia and swim, as she’s done
since she was a child. But now, orphaned and living with her aunt Louisa in London, Catherine
feels that everything she values has been stripped away from her. Louisa, a London surgeon
who fought boldly for equality for women, holds strict views on the behavior of her young niece.
She wants Catherine to pursue an education, just as she herself did. Catherine is rebellious,
and Louisa finds it difficult to block painful memories from her past. It takes the enigmatic
American banker Manfred Lear Black to convince Louisa to bring Catherine to New York where
Catherine can train to become the first woman to swim the English Channel. And finally, Louisa
begins to listen to what her own heart tells her.
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 2013??????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????????TIME? ???????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
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???????????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??…… ????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Most vols. for 1890- contain list of members of the Folk-lore Society.
The lone swimmer, turning over now to switch to a perfectly executed back crawl, wasn't
Oxford or Cambridge, wasn't a man. It was a woman, a girl. It was Catherine. Of course it was
Catherine. It's 1925 and fifteen-year-old Catherine Quick longs to feel once more the warm
waters of her home, to strike out into the ocean off the Torres Strait Islands and swim, as she's
done since she was a tiny child. But with her recent move to London where she lives with her
aunt Louisa, Catherine feels that everything she values has been stripped away. Louisa, a
busy, confident London surgeon who fought boldly for equality for women, holds definite views
on the behaviour of her young niece. She wants Catherine to pursue an education, just as she
did, to ensure her future freedom. Since Catherine arrived, however, Louisa's every step
seems to be wrong and she is finding it harder and harder to block painful memories from her
past. It takes the influence of enigmatic American banker Manfred Lear Black to convince
Louisa to come to New York where Catherine can test her mettle against the first women in the
world to swim the English Channel. And where, unexpectedly, Louisa can finally listen to what
her own heart tells her.
Volume 6, nos. 5 and 6 and v. 7, no. 1 form "Transactions of the Illinois society for child-study".
"Among the topics covered are competition development, development around the United
States, rules and technical changes, and leadership (from volunteers to a National Office).
Four appendices list major award winners, U.S. National Champions, the results of major
international competitions, and U.S. participation in international events"--Provided by
publisher.
In London in the mid-1920s, a young Australian and her aunt are each on a journey of selfdiscovery - one by attempting to swim the English Channel the other to rediscover the woman
she used to be. From the bestselling author of In Falling Snow.
The blistering, compulsively readable new novel from Herman Koch, author of the instant New
York Times bestseller The Dinner. When a medical procedure goes horribly wrong and famous
actor Ralph Meier winds up dead, Dr. Marc Schlosser needs to come up with some answers.
After all, reputation is everything in this business. Personally, he’s not exactly upset that Ralph
is gone, but as a high profile doctor to the stars, Marc can't hide from the truth forever. It all
started the previous summer. Marc, his wife, and their two beautiful teenage daughters agreed
to spend a week at the Meier’s extravagant summer home on the Mediterranean. Joined by
Ralph and his striking wife Judith, her mother, and film director Stanley Forbes and his much
younger girlfriend, the large group settles in for days of sunshine, wine tasting, and trips to the
beach. But when a violent incident disrupts the idyll, darker motivations are revealed, and
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suddenly no one can be trusted. As the ultimate holiday soon turns into a nightmare, the
circumstances surrounding Ralph’s later death begin to reveal the disturbing reality behind
that summer’s tragedy. Featuring the razor-sharp humor and acute psychological insight that
made The Dinner an international phenomenon, Summer House with Swimming Pool is a
controversial, thought-provoking novel that showcases Herman Koch at his finest.
????????????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????? ??????????????
?????????????? ???????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????
????????????????……??????????? ?????????????????…… ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????……
Pool Maintenance Log Book for home swimming pool owners: Note: This Logbook is for home
swimming pool owners. Check out Abatron Logbooks for pool cleaning logbooks for business
owners (with room for client information and addresses) if you own a pool cleaning company.
Regular inspections and maintenance of swimming pools is essential for the health and
condition of your pools. This pool maintenance logbook is for pool owners tracking the health
of their swimming pool, and ensuring that all actions are taken in line with the needs of the
pools. By keeping a logbook, you will ensure that the needs of your pools are met and that all
problems are noted and taken care of. It will ensure that all problems that arise are dealt with
quickly and efficiently and the lifespan of the pool is maximised. This pool maintenance
checklist includes: Filter Check Pump Check Skimmer baskets Water Temperature Water
Level PH Test Chlorine Test Chlorine added Chemicals added Vacuum Pool Notes sections
Notes pages at the back of the book Journal features: 8.5 x 11 inches 120 pages 10 pages of
notes at the back Paperback Perfect bound, soft cover Printed on quality white paper Check
out Abatron Logbooks for more logbooks and cover styles.
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